
                                                                                             

May 6, 2024 

Good morning IS201! It’s Elly Wufeng from 851 back with you on this 

Motivational Monday on behalf of the SEAL Team.  

This week is Teacher Appreciation Week! It’s a whole week dedicated 

to celebrating the hard work, dedication and care that teachers provide to 

us. Teachers not only pass on knowledge to us, but they also inspire students 

and serve as mentors and role models. A teacher’s impact extends beyond 

just the classroom walls, they help shape our character and future success. 

Teachers are arguably the most important members of our society. What we 

are taught at a young age continues to follow us throughout the rest of our 

lives. And here’s a poem written by a former member of our SEAL Team, 

dedicated to our amazing teachers and staff: 

Teachers 

Paint minds 

 Guide thoughts 

  Embrace achievements 

  Advise faults     

    

           Teachers             

Inspire a love 

   Of knowledge and truth 

  As they light the path 

   Which leads our youth 

  



Teachers 

Our future gets brighter 

    With each lesson you teach 

    Each smile gets wider 

     With each goal you help reach 

  

  Teachers   

You help us fulfill our potential 

   And for that you are essential 

We appreciate you each day 

And for that we want to say 

Two simple words 

That will go a long way 

Thank you 

 

Affirmation of the Day- 

“I will keep the promises I make and follow through on my commitments.”  

Thank you for listening and have a Make Sure to Thank Your Teachers 

Monday! 

 

SEAL Team pledge: 

We are the Dyker S.E.A.L. Team 

Positivity is our dream 

We teach it every day 



To help others live the optimistic way 

We learn to control our emotions and feelings 

So, we always have effective social dealings 

No stone left unturned; no person left behind 

Every member of our team has the power to be kind 

We spread kindness to our friends, families, and those who need a smile 

When facing hardships and adversity, the S.E.A.L. Team goes the extra mile 

                                                            


